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Multiferroic nanocomposite films have been heavily studied for their potential applications in magnetoelectric systems.\(^1\) The CoFe$_2$O$_4$–BiFeO$_3$ (CFO and BFO, respectively) system has generated particular interest due to the magnetoelectric properties of CFO\(^2\) and the combination of ferroelectricity and antiferromagnetism in BFO.\(^3\) It has been shown that when CFO and BFO are codeposited via physical vapor deposition at high temperatures on a SrTiO$_3$ (001) substrate that the materials will spontaneously phase segregate to produce an epitaxial CFO pillar in an epitaxial BFO matrix, which is referred to as a 1-3 nanocomposite.\(^4\) The CFO pillars form faceted structures with \{110\}-type interfaces with the BFO matrix and \{111\}-facets on the surface, protruding above the matrix.\(^5\) The pattern of the CFO pillars in the structure is essentially random, since they are formed through the nucleation of a CFO island on the substrate, while BFO wets the remaining surface. Thus, to control the location of the pillars, a means of controlling the nucleation site for the CFO island is needed. CFO–BFO composites have been found to demonstrate magnetoelectric coupling, allowing for electrical control of the magnetic anisotropy of the CFO pillars.\(^6,7\) Based on these properties, the composite system has been proposed for both magnetoelectric memory\(^8\) and logic\(^9\) applications. In particular, the reconfigurable array of magnetic automata (RAMA)\(^9,10\) is a nanomagnetic logic system based on the magnetic quantum cellular automata (MQCA) logic architecture\(^11\) which would use a CFO–BFO 1-3 composite with the pillars arranged in a square array to create a reprogrammable logic system. However, in order to make devices using these composites, the ability to place the pillars into predetermined arrays is required.

Previous work in patterning multiferroic nanocomposites has been limited. One method to produce patterned magnetoelectric composites is to use a porous anodic aluminum oxide (AAO) film as a liftoff mask during deposition, which produces a hexagonal array pattern.\(^12,13\) In one approach, a BTO–CFO multilayer is deposited onto the AAO film on a STO substrate, which yields a small amount of magnetoelectric response.\(^12\) Another technique is to use the AAO film to form CFO islands and then overcoat the islands with ferroelectric Pb(Zr,Ti)O$_3$ (PZT), which yields a composite that is both ferroelectric and ferromagnetic.\(^13\) Others have used a SiN membrane as a shadow mask to grow ferromagnetic La$_{0.7}$Sr$_{0.3}$MnO$_3$ islands and overcoat them with ferroelectric PbTiO$_3$ which produces an epitaxial composite structure with submicrometer dots and intriguing ferroelectric domain structures.\(^14\) However, none of these techniques offers the degree of magnetoelectric control found in the BFO–CFO 1-3 epitaxial nanocomposites.\(^5,8\) Additionally, the AAO and membrane masks are not practical for the formation of a square array of pillars needed for the proposed memory and logic architectures. Another approach involves the use of block copolymers to order the formation of polycrystalline CFO pillars in a polycrystalline PZT matrix using a sol–gel process.\(^15\) This technique also produces a hexagonal array of pillars but demonstrates a stronger...
magnetostrictive and magnetoelastic response than found in the other works. Larger, micrometer-scale polycrystalline CFO islands embedded in a PbTiO$_3$ matrix have been fabricated using e-beam lithography (EBL) via a liftoff process, but such techniques are more difficult for smaller nanoscale islands and may not produce the epitaxial pillars and matrix that are desired. A bottom-up technique to arbitrarily define the location of individual pillars in the composite would be ideal for future technologies.

Templated self-assembly is a popular technique to control the formation of a self-assembled structure. In this approach, the surface of a substrate is modified to constrain how a pattern will form during thin film deposition. Focused ion beam (FIB) patterning of a Si substrate to form pits has been shown to be effective in creating a preferred nucleation site for the formation of Ge epitaxial quantum dots. Similarly, EBL has been used to form SiC on the substrate surface, which acts as a nucleation site during Ge quantum dot growth. However, no reports of templating the growth of oxide composites have been found. In this work, we demonstrate the growth of self-assembled BFO–CFO 1-3 nanocomposites with the pillars patterned into a square array through the use of a substrate with CFO islands on the surface patterned using EBL.

A top-down lithographic process is employed to pattern CFO islands on the substrate surface, followed by a bottom-up self-assembly process to produce the ordered CFO–BFO nanocomposite. A full schematic of the fabrication process is shown in Figure 1. A 0.5% Nb-doped STO (Nb:STO) (001) conductive substrate was prepared using common etching and annealing techniques to produce a TiO$_2$ terminated surface with step edges due to substrate miscut. A 12 nm CFO film was then deposited on the substrate using pulsed electron deposition (PED). The CFO film grows via the Volmer–Weber epitaxial growth mode, producing epitaxial islands on the surface. An atomic force microscopy (AFM) surface topography scan after the growth is shown in Figure 2a. The sample was found to have islands uniformly coating the surface with diameters between 25 and 50 nm.

An amorphous 20 nm Si capping layer was then sputtered onto the surface of the CFO film in a cleanroom environment. The Si capping layer has previously been shown to be useful in promoting adhesion of hydrosilsequioxane (HSQ) negative-tone e-beam resist and also acts as a sacrificial etch mask later in the process. HSQ resist was spin coated onto the Si capping layer, and arrays of dots 50 nm in diameter with center-to-center distances (pitch) of 100, 150, and 200 nm were then written onto a single substrate, which can be seen in Figure 2b. A scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the patterned array with 200 nm center-to-center spacing (pitch) is shown in Figure 2c.

A flowchart for the fabrication process is shown in Figure 1. Deposition of 1 nm thick BiFeO$_3$ (BFO) film using PED. Details of the deposition conditions are available in the Supporting Information. An initial 1 nm BFO film was grown by ablating only the BFO target with 20 at. % excess bismuth, which wets the surface and prevents formation of CFO pillars away from the patterned region. BFO is believed to preferentially grow on the substrate surface and leave the CFO pillars relatively unaffected due to the lattice mismatch and immiscibility of the perovskite and spinel phases. Immediately after the conclusion of the initial BFO deposition, the CFO gun was activated, and a codeposition was performed, producing an overall BFO thickness of approximately 25 nm based on X-ray reflectivity measurements.

The resulting film was characterized using an Asylum Research Cypher AFM system. AFM analysis was performed on the arrays with pillar pitches of 100, 150, and 200 nm. Images for all three dimensions are shown in Figure 3, along with cross-sectional height data for each image. The 100 and 150 nm pitch arrays have uniformly distributed pillars with no interstitial pillars present. In the 200 nm arrays, some small CFO pillars nucleated in spite of the initial BFO wetting layer, an example of which is highlighted with a diamond in Figure 3c. A key issue is whether the codeposited CFO preferentially and completely segregates to the pillar sites. To address this, detailed statistical analysis of the AFM measurements for each of the three pitch sizes is shown in Table 1. The average pillar height and width above the surface are shown for each of the pitch sizes, which allows for the calculation of the volume of CFO phase held above the surface of the BFO matrix at the template sites for each array. The calculated volume per unit area for all three pitch sizes is shown in Table 1, with the values normalized such that the value for the 100 nm array is equal to 1. Based on this data, we are able to show that the 100 and 150...
nm arrays have similar CFO volume per unit area (1 and 1.02, respectively) above the surface. This means that CFO mass is conserved above the surface of the matrix. The pillar area coverage for the 100 and 150 nm arrays is also similar. Since the pillars are not expected to deviate substantially in diameter during the film growth, this is an indication that the volume of CFO below the surface of the BFO matrix is equal as well. This result agrees with the work of Zheng, et al., (ref 4), which showed that the area coverage of the pillars beneath the matrix surface is equal to the volume fraction of CFO in the adatom flux. Thus, all CFO flux deposited in the 100 and 150 nm pitch arrays segregates to the pillars at the template sites.

For the 200 nm pitch array, there is excess CFO volume above the surface, as shown by the 1.10 normalized volume per unit area in Table 1. A close inspection of Figure 3c shows that the pillars are more irregularly shaped than in the two arrays with smaller pitch, which indicates that the pillars are most likely not forming the ideal faceted interface with the BFO matrix. The fractional area coverage of the pillars at the template sites in the 200 nm pitch array account for the remainder of the CFO mass within the array.

An analysis of the surface diffusion length for the CFO adatoms is useful to elucidate the kinetics of the growth process. It is clear from the AFM analysis of both the 100 and 150 nm pitch arrays that all CFO flux is captured at the template sites. However, this is not the case in the 200 nm pitch array. It would appear that the diffusion length of the CFO adatoms is not sufficient for flux that lands far from any of the template sites to move to one of the sites. The maximum diffusion length, L, required for adatoms landing in the BFO matrix to reach a template site is given by

$$L = \frac{\sqrt{2} P - r}{2}$$  

(1)

where P is the array pitch and r is the radius of the pillar. This maximum distance occurs for adatoms that land equidistant from all four neighboring template sites at the center of the square formed by the sites. For the 150 nm pitch with a pillar radius of 27 nm, L is equal to approximately 79 nm, and for the 200 nm pitch with a 30 nm diameter, L is equal to 111 nm. Thus we would expect the diffusion length to fall between 79 and 111 nm. The surface diffusion length, d, of CFO adatoms can be determined using the formula:

$$d = \sqrt{4Dt}$$  

(2)

where D is the surface diffusivity and t is the deposition time to form a unit cell monolayer of BFO in the matrix, which is inversely proportional to the deposition rate. The diffusivity, D, is a temperature-dependent parameter given by

$$D = D_0 e^{-E_a/kT}$$  

(3)

where k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the surface temperature of the sample, $E_a$ is the activation energy for surface diffusion and $D_0$ is a constant which depends in part on the diffusion geometry but is nominally independent of temperature. Zheng et al. (ref 4) previously performed calculations to determine the
activation energy for surface diffusion, $E_a$, of CFO adatoms in the BFO matrix and found a value of 1.66 eV with no stated uncertainty. By further analyzing the results presented in that work, we can perform a linear fit to estimate the value for $D_0$ and find a value of $1.34 \pm 0.91 \times 10^{10}$ nm$^2$/sec. For further details on the fitting calculation and assumptions involved, see the Supporting Information. With the value of $D_0$ determined and the published value of $E_a$ with a small uncertainty of 0.05 eV assumed, it becomes possible to estimate the diffusion length of the CFO adatom flux. We find a value for $d = 55 \pm 26$ nm, which is in reasonable agreement with the experimental results, since $L = 79$ nm is within the uncertainty of the calculation for $d$. This shows that interstitial pillars only form in the 200 nm pitch array due to the kinetic limitations during the growth. In order to produce a high-quality array with pillar spacing of 200 nm, a slower deposition rate or higher substrate temperature would be required, which could increase the adatom diffusion length.

Table 1. Pillar Dimensions Measured via AFM in Figure 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>pillar spacing (nm)</th>
<th>mean pillar side length (nm)</th>
<th>mean pillar height above matrix surface (nm)</th>
<th>fractional area coverage (%)</th>
<th>CFO pillar volume above surface in constant area (normalized)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. (a) Pillar topography with 100 nm center-to-center distance (pitch). (b) Pillar topography with 150 nm pitch. (c) Pillar topography with 200 nm pitch, with defect CFO pillar highlighted. (d–f) Cross section data for: (d) 100, (e) 150, and (f) 200 nm AFM images along the black lines shown in (a–c).

Figure 4. (a) Schematic of MFM phase contrasts for both in- and out-of-plane magnetizations. (b) Topography image of 150 nm pitch array from MFM measurement. (c) Out-of-plane MFM phase image of array. (d) Phase contrast overlaid on three-dimensional rendering of topography with examples of magnetization along each direction shown for certain pillars.
The results of the AFM and simple diffusion analysis above are a good demonstration of the nature of the templating in this work. We have shown that the CFO islands patterned on the substrate surface act as attachment sites for the epitaxial CFO pillars that form within the BFO matrix and that attachment only occurs at those sites unless there are kinetic limitations—primarily the surface diffusion length. Thus, arbitrary pitch sizes of as much as hundreds of nanometers may be possible by tailoring the growth conditions, such as the growth temperature and the deposition rate, to the template pattern. In addition, smaller pitch sizes should be readily achievable by refining the EBL and ion etching processes to improve resolution.

It is worthwhile to characterize the magnetic and ferroelectric properties of the composite as a means of comparing the template sample with other unpatterned composites in the literature. Conventional measurements to determine the magnetic anisotropy in the sample through the use of a vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) or superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) would be fruitless, however, as the patterned arrays cover only about 0.01% of the overall surface and any signal would be masked by the pillars that form spontaneously outside of the patterned arrays. Thus, magnetic force microscopy (MFM) is the only viable approach to study the anisotropy characteristics of the pillars. The sample was demagnetized by an applied in-plane damped oscillatory magnetic field in order to drive the pillars to the minimum energy magnetization state. Figure 4 shows MFM scans of the 150 nm pitch array after the demagnetization process, with a three-dimensional rendering of the topography shown and the magnetic phase overlaid as the color in the image. In Figure 4b,c, red and blue represent the positive and negative out-of-plane magnetizations (arbitrary sign), while green represents regions of small magnetic response. The nature of the magnetostatic interactions between neighboring pillars with in-plane magnetization makes the interpretation of the MFM images complicated. If the pillars are magnetized in-plane, the MFM phase contrast should be positive on one side of the pillar and negative on the other, with a neutral region in the center of the pillar due to the nature of the magnetic dipole fringe field that curls over the surface. For pillars with out of plane magnetization, the phase should be uniform across the surface of the pillar. A schematic of the two configurations is shown in Figure 4a.

Figure 4d shows the MFM phase contrast overlaid on a three-dimensional rendering of the surface topography. This technique is useful to show which pillars have in- and out-of-plane magnetization. Examples of magnetization along all six possible directions are highlighted in the figure. There is no clear preference for in- or out-of-plane magnetization, indicating that uniaxial anisotropy in the pillars is minimal and that the magnetocrystalline anisotropy in CFO along the three [100] axes dominates the magnetic behavior. This result, while different from many reports in the literature, agrees with other composite films grown by PED in our group. We have previously shown that the relatively slow growth rate (~1–3 Å/min) achieved using the PED technique allows for full relaxation of residual out-of-plane compressive strain in the pillars, which is the origin of the perpendicular anisotropy seen in other CFO–BFO nanocomposites.

To characterize the ferroelectric properties of the sample, piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM) was performed. PFM results topography, amplitude, and phase scans are shown in Figure 5. The amplitude scan (Figure 5b) shows that there is no ferroelectric response from the CFO pillars, indicated by the black coloring at pillar sites. The amplitude scan also shows that there is a high density of 180° domain walls in the BFO matrix, as indicated by the dark lines throughout the pattern where the ferroelectric response vanishes. The phase image shows clear domains which are 180° out-of-phase, in agreement with the amplitude scan. The domain structure of the composite is consistent with results shown elsewhere, with small 180° reverse domains forming near the interface with the pillars. Localized ferroelectric hysteresis measurements were also performed using switching spectroscopy PFM (SS-PFM) within the matrix region shown in Figure 5. The location of the measurement is marked with an ‘X’ in Figure 5a. Additional measurements were made at other sites in the BFO matrix within the 500 nm scan area and showed similar results. Further details of this technique and the data analysis can be found in the Supporting Information. The hysteresis loops are shown in Figure 6. Figure 6a shows the out-of-plane phase, with clear switching at applied voltages of approximately 2.5 V. The measured tip displacement amplitude is shown in Figure 6b, with the traditional butterfly curve shape. Estimates of the value of the piezoelectric coefficient are difficult due to the complex nature of the tip–sample interactions, but estimations can be made using the measured tip displacement shown in Figure 6b. For details on this analysis, see the Supporting Information. The estimated value for d33 is 5–10 pm/V, which is significantly lower than the 40–80 pm/V seen elsewhere in the literature for uniform BFO films. However, this result is expected and has been seen in other SS-PFM measurements of
nanocomposites due to the highly localized electric field originating from the small PFM tip. Measurements made with electrode contacts would be expected to show somewhat larger values for $d_{33}$.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated a new technique for the growth of ordered epitaxial CoFe$_2$O$_4$–BiFeO$_3$ nanocomposites using a top-down patterning process followed by a bottom-up template film growth. This technique is more flexible than the techniques used to create other ordered nanocomposites in that arbitrary patterns can be formed through the EBL process. The technique also allows for the formation of the epitaxial 1-3 nanocomposites that have been shown to have large magnetoelectric response. Arrays of CFO nanopillars with pitches of 100, 150, and 200 nm have been fabricated, and their structural properties have been characterized. It is shown that for both the 100 and 150 nm pitches, all CFO deposited within the patterned regions are absorbed by the template pillars, with no interstitial defect pillars forming. The magnetic properties of the CFO pillars have been characterized via MFM, and the pillars have been shown to have minimal uniaxial anisotropy, which is in agreement with nanocomposite films grown without templating via PED. The PFM measurements demonstrated clean ferroelectric response in the BFO matrix, the hysteresis loops were measured, and the $d_{33}$ out-of-plane piezoelectric response has been calculated.
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